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What would be the epochal of 1964 1/2 Ford Mustang can be traced directly to a Certified Ford Studio model for production on September 10, 1962, less than a month after the page showed the concept of competing design. Unless changes are usually made for mass production -- suitable bumpers, roundlights, less rake windshield -- the design is
essentially untouched. And most Ford people don't want it to be touched anyway. That includes engineers, who bend many internal rules to keep the style intact. Production duty ad Mustang falls to executive engineer Jack Predergast and development engineer C. N. Reuter. It's mainly body engineering work, because of the basic processes, suspension,
and drive lines, with designs, shared with the associated middle Falcon and Fairlane, new to '62. The overall length ended at 181.6 inches, slightly above the set limit but equal to the reconciled 1964 Falcon. Wheelbase is set at 108 inches, 1.5 inches shorter than Falcon's, but enough to accommodate four passengers. While Falcon relies mainly on a six-
cylinder engine, team designer Joe Oros' has left plenty of basements for for Ford's light and new lively V-8 Challenger, which arrives with Fairlane and becomes a new option for the top-line '63 Falcons. While Mustang's development focuses primarily on harsh coups, the effort is more or less assuming that the tular will also be offered despite its inevitable
prices and lower sales. But rapidly racing began to make a comeback on the market, the designers felt the sloping roof coup was crucial to giving Mustang a reliable image of performance with American youth. Planners are fine fastback, and that's all but wrapped up in mid-October 1963. However, it will not start on sale until a few six months after the stable.
Why delays? One reason is that Mustang is a new idea and therefore not a guaranteed success, however promising it seems. While many Ford people thought it would be quite popular, there were some -- including chairman Henry Ford II -- who feared replaying the recent Edsel fiasco. They don't have to worry. Indeed, market research conducted during the
last months of the program strongly shows that Ford has a winner in his hands. But Edsel's views were similarly rosy, hum a number of hand-wingers in late 1963. Name and Icon At that time, Ford had settled in mustang name after months of searching and debating. Cougar has emerged as an early favourite, one reason the Oros team model wore a
Cougar name and a big chic cat in her grille. But other names countless are considered along the way, including Torino, Turino, and even T-5. Ford chairman loves Thunderbird II and T-Bird II. Head of Ford Lee Iacocca Division, engineer Donald N. Frey, and others argue for Mustang, despite other horses in running for a time, including Colt, Bronco,
Maverick -- and Pinto. However, the name was ultimately not decided until it passed in the game. Indeed, some of the Mustang's early press pictures show a prototype of production with another big cat on the gril. But the horse that floundered soon took its place. The icon was thrown from a mahogany carving by the waino kangas who worked from the
lakaran by John Najjar and Phil Clark to the name Mustang I. Equine put it to the side, the only other legacy of the small highway midships was the small three-color logo designed by Najjar, which appeared on the display board of the production model and the lower front fender. In many ways, the Mustang is the perfect name for the sporty new Ford, evoking
the romantic image of a free-spirited cowboy astride in power. Just as important, it's easy to spell and easy to remember. As one Ford advertising man said, the Mustang has a lot of open space fun, and it's America as all hell. But it's not yet a household name, and Ford publicists want to build on the buzz created by the Mustang I. The result is a new
showpiece, logically named mustang II. Although billed as yet another experiment, this is really a preview of the exaggerated model of the exhibition room, built after the tool was ordered with most parts of the production line. Differences include a longer five-inch hud, a more pointed front, a bulkier tail, a cut front mirror, commensurate with an liftoff hardtop,
no bumpers, and a clearly cut custom interior. Ford returned to Watkins Glen in October 1963 to launch the Mustang II. The response was spirited, which should alleviate some of the concerns in Dearborn. Reporters, reviewing the refinery-ready-looking cars, now know what they'll be suspecting for months: Ford is coming home to something potentially very
big. Mustang II began the formation of publicity for six months for the day of the announcement. The next major step came on January 21, 1964, when the newser was invited to Dearborn for the Mustang Technical Press Conference. Iacocca, which contains the idea of a Mustang, plays host, rasuk like a proud new papa. Frankly, we're hardly waiting for you
to get behind the wheels of a Mustang, he said. We think you're in a driving experience like you've never been before. The revolution will begin and america's automotive landscape will forever change. It's not too far away to say the Mustang helped transform America itself in some way. Find out how in the next section. For more information on the Ford
Mustang overnight and today, see the following article: Saddles for the full story of America's most beloved sporty cars. Ford Mustang Works chronicles the lagenda from its founding in the early 1960s to the Mustang. The new Mustang today. 1965, 1966 Ford Mustang tells how early models captivated the country to capture more than Sales. By 1967, the
original ponycar was no longer the only one and had to fight for sale. 1967, 1968 Ford Mustang detailed the look of a fresh and go-power performance that made a million sellers better. For a full report on Ford Mustang 2007, see The New Car Review User Guide. Here you will find the results of road tests, pictures, specifications, and prices for hundreds of
cars, trucks, minivans, and SUVs. The chevrolet truck made in 1965 comes with one of three manual transmissions: Muncie, Saginaw and Borg-Warner. The first two were produced by General Motor, the third, Borg-Warner. Visual identification, model number and gear dental calculation provide the most definite identification. To visually identify the
transmission, calculate the number of bolts on the cover, and find the reverse gear lever. Muncie has seven bolts, and the reverse lever is in extended housing. Saginaw's transmission also has seven bolts, but the reverse lever is on the cover. Borg-Warner's delivery had a nine-bolt cover. Due to inconsistency, the reliability of Chevrolet's manual transmission
withdrawal system is questionable. Codes, a combination of numbers and letters, will be stamped somewhere in the gearbox. To decdal off numbers, consult with the suggested reference schedule. (see Reference 2) To identify different models in the Muncie group, tooth-tooth input should be calculated. The Muncie M20 has 24 teeth, while the M21 and
M22 have 26 teeth. The M22 has straight gear cut, while the M21 gear teeth have a higher pitch corner. The M22 is also a stronger transmission that is usually installed behind large block engines. It's hard not to think of Ford Mustang when you hear Carroll Shelby's name. Both go hand-in-hand. One is a successful American car with 40+ years of history on
the road. The other was a former test pilot, turned driver of a hole car, turned Mustang visionar. Shelby's first mustang was Shelby GT350 1965; a powerful hole car is credited with increasing Mustang's image as a performance machine. Ford, having seen the success of Carroll Shelby having been made of a Cobra race car, knew he was the man to make
Mustang a respectable race machine. The company reached out to him to see if he could make Mustang high-speed for roads and tracks. Shelby was on duty, and began working on the project in August 1964. In September, the first Shelby GT350s was built. Modified K-code 289cid V8 Engine w/306 hpSide-exhaust pipe w/2-inch Glasspak mufflersHood-
mounted air scoopNo back seatOnly available at Wimbledon WhiteStandard GT350 rocker striper Philosophy Controller Blue Le Mans stripesRear batteries on selected wheel models Throwing magnesium Cragar Rims) 1965 Shelby GT350 was first publicly disclosed on January 27, 1965, the same month that Shelby-Americans moved to Los Angeles
International Airport Facility. Note, it was the first race-ready car ever marketed by an American automaker. Unfortunately, with a base price of $4,547, the car was too expensive for most consumers. Those who are lucky enough to have one earn the value of their money. Shelby GT350 features 306 hp courtesy of the refurbished K-code 289cid V8 engine.
This is 35 horses more than those offered in a standard 289cid engine. The car also featured Holly's carburetor, Cobra's valve cover, and a special intake manifold of hi-rise Cobra. It also features a four-speed manual transmission and side exhaust pipe fitted with two-inch Glasspak mufflers. Most notably, the 1965 GT350 had no back seats. This is because
SCCA B Production requirements only allow two-seater cars. In its place is the fierce floor of the glass, with spare tyres mounted under the back glass. As for the external feature, the 1965 Shelby GT350 comes in one colour, Wimbledon White (with black interior). In addition, all GT350s feature a rocker panel strip that mentions the name GT350. The feature
of choice is guardsman Blue Le Mans scrolling from front to back. Today, most of the classic 350s have stripping. In fact, you'll have a hard time finding one without them. In fact, less than half of the Shelby GT350s sold in 1965 were equipped with strips. In addition, the GT350 has its own look with hood-mounted air scoops, along with a 15-inch wheel either
white-painted steel or with a magnesium of actress Cragar Rims. Another unusual feature of GT350 is the rear battery setup in the first 300 or so units produced. The first Shelby GT350s features a battery located inside the trunk of the vehicle. Unfortunately, owners complain that fumes from the battery have made their way into the car. This caused the
creation of a Cobra Battery Caps that uses a hose, and a hole on the floor of the trunk, to release the fumes. Soon after, the remainder of Shelby Mustangs in 1965 was equipped with a battery in the engine compartment. Thus, the 1965 Shelby GT350s with the battery behind the vehicle was more sought after by the collector than the GT350 1965 itself. In
all, 562 Shelby GT350s were produced in 1965, making this a car highly sought after by collectors. Of the total produced, 516 were made for the run, while 36 GT350R models were built exclusively for road racing. The car won its first race in February 1965 in Green Valley, Texas. The GT350R will win the SCCA race in Lime Rock, Connecticut, and Willow
Springs, only to name a few. In fact, it was so popular, in May 1965 the first GT350 drag car was built. 1965 Shelby Mustang GT350Street: 516 unitGT350R: 36 units (34 factory prototypes Total Production (Including company cars, prototypes): 562 units Retail Price: $4,547 Street Shelby GT350 / $5,995 ENGINE CODE GT350R K: 289 cubic inch V-8 V-8 @
271hp Outer Color: Wimbledon White Example VIN #SFM5S001 5=Last Digit of the Model Year (1965)SFM=Shelby Ford MustangS=Body Code (S/Street &amp; R/Race)001=Consecutive unit numbers
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